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a b s t r a c t

We report selective growth of AlGaN/GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) on InGaN/GaN light
emitting diodes (LEDs) for monolithic integration of III-nitride HEMT and LED devices (HEMT–LED). To
improve the breakdown characteristics of the integrated HEMT–LED devices, carbon doping was
introduced in the HEMT buffer by controlling the growth pressure and V/III ratio. The breakdown
voltage of the fabricated HEMTs grown on LEDs was enhanced, without degradation of the HEMT DC
performance. The improved breakdown characteristics can be attributed to better isolation of the HEMT
from the underlying conductive p-GaN layer of the LED structure.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The past decade has witnessed tremendous progress in the
development of III-nitride based light emitting diodes (LEDs) for
lighting and high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) for power
applications. Combining the superior optical properties of InGaN/
GaN LEDs and excellent electrical performance of AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs can pave the way for smart lighting systems with improved
system reliability and lifetime [1]. Furthermore, monolithic inte-
gration of III-nitride HEMTs and LEDs on a common platform can
effectively reduce undesirable parasitics, thereby enhancing the
power efficiency of the driving circuits. To date, Li et al. [2] have
reported the growth of GaN-based LEDs on HEMTs, and selective
removal of the LED-epi was performed for device integration.
However, the LED performance was much inferior to that of
discrete devices, probably due to the use of an un-optimized
growth scheme on HEMTs. Recently, we demonstrated an alter-
native approach, selective growth of AlGaN HEMTs on LEDs for
HEMT–LED integration. The schematic of the monolithically inte-
grated HEMT–LED structure is shown in Fig. 1. The integrated
HEMT–LED devices exhibited comparable performance with
respect to stand-alone HEMTs and LEDs, except for the transistor
breakdown [3,4]. In our previous results, the breakdown voltage
of the HEMTs was compromised by the underlying conduc-
tive p-GaN layer of the LED structure. Furthermore, limited by
the low thermal budget allowance for the underlying LEDs, the

regrown GaN buffer for the upper HEMTs was kept thin, leading to
insufficient isolation from the p-type GaN layer. It has been
suggested that the breakdown characteristics of GaN based HEMTs
can be improved by compensating the background residual donors
with acceptor-like impurities (e.g. Mg, Fe or C) or defects [5–8].
However, Mg and Fe are known to have serious memory effects
[5,9], which might affect the performance of the subsequently
grown HEMT. Carbon, on the other hand, has a much lower
diffusion coefficient and memory effect, compared to Mg and Fe.
In this work, we introduced carbon doping in the regrown HEMT
buffer to enhance the electrical isolation between the HEMTs and
LEDs. The carbon doping concentration was varied by controlling
the growth pressure and V/III ratio. The effects of the carbon doping
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the monolithically integrated HEMT–LED structure [3].
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concentration on the surface morphology, breakdown characteris-
tics, and DC performances have been investigated.

2. Experimental procedure

This specific investigation was carried out with a previously
proven scheme for the integrated device [3]. Three AlGaN/GaN

HEMT samples were selectively grown on commercial 2-in LED
wafers in an Aixtron 2400HT metal organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) system, with part of the LED surface covered
by a SiO2 mask. Trimethylgallium (TMGa), trimethylaluminum
(TMAl) and ammonia (NH3) were used as Ga, Al and N sources,
respectively. Nitrogen and hydrogen were used as carrier gas. Prior
to growth, the LED wafers were heated up to the HEMT growth
temperature of 920 1C in a H2/N2/NH3 mixture ambience to protect
the LED surface from decomposition. Afterwards, a 400 nm GaN:C
isolation buffer and a 100 nm unintentionally doped GaN channel
layer were grown, followed by a 1 nm AlN spacer layer and a
20 nm Al0.30Ga0.70N barrier layer. A schematic of the HEMT-on-LED
epi structure is shown in Fig. 2.

To investigate the carbon doping effect, the concentration of
carbon doping in the GaN:C buffer was varied by adjusting the
growth parameters, as summarized in Table 1. The influence of
growth conditions on carbon incorporation was compared using
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) characterization. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) was used to monitor the surface morphol-
ogy of the as-grown AlGaN/GaN HEMT samples on InGaN/GaN
LEDs. After the growth and material characterization, we fabri-
cated HEMTs with a gate width of 10 mm and a gate length of 2 mm.
The distance between gate and drain was 12 mm. Device isolation
of the HEMTs was performed by Cl2-based inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) etching. Afterwards, the source/drain ohmic contacts
of the HEMTs were formed by e-beam evaporation of Ti/Al/Ni/Au
(20/150/50/80 nm) and rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at 850 1C
for 30 s in N2. Finally, Ni/Au (20/200 nm) gate metal was deposited
by e-beam evaporation.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3(a) shows the surface morphology of the commercial LED-
epi before HEMT growth. A large density of hexagonal pits was

Fig. 2. Schematic of the HEMT-on-LED-epi structure.

Table 1
Growth parameters for GaN:C buffer layer of the three samples.

Sample Temperature
(1C)

Pressure
(hPa)

NH3 flow rate
(mmol/min)

TMGa flow rate
(lmol/min)

A 920 200 200 180
B 920 50 200 180
C 920 50 66 180

Fig. 3. Surface morphology of (a) LED-epi before HEMT growth, (b) sample A, (c) sample B, and (d) sample C on LEDs.
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observed on the surface of the p-type GaN layer, which was
intentionally roughened to improve light extraction efficiency
[10]. After the HEMT-epi growth the pits disappeared and line-
shaped defects emerged for all three samples, as shown in Fig. 3
(b)–(d). The line-shaped defects are related to the underlying pits,
originated from threading dislocations and are formed due to the
fact that Ga atoms may not have enough energy to migrate to
proper sites during the much reduced low temperature p-type
layer growth (i.e., 800 1C) [11]. During subsequent HEMT growth at
a higher temperature, lateral growth of GaN was enhanced and the
pits were filled. In the meantime, line-shaped defects were formed
at small-angle boundaries of the slightly misoriented crystal
domains [12]. Furthermore, the root-mean-square (RMS) rough-
ness of the LED-epi before HEMT growth was 1.5 nm. After HEMT
growth, the RMS values dropped to 0.5 nm, 0.5 nm, and 0.9 nm in
sample A, B and C, respectively. The minor increase in RMS value
of sample C indicates a slight degradation of surface morphology
with decreased V/III ratio.

Fig. 4 illustrates the SIMS results for the HEMT buffer region of
the three samples for comparison of relative carbon levels. Negli-
gible carbon doping can be detected in sample A, which is grown
under a pressure of 200 mbar with an ammonia flow rate of
4500 sccm. As the growth pressure was lowered to 50 mbar,
obvious carbon doping appeared in sample B. With further
decreased V/III ratio in sample C, the carbon doping concentration
was significantly increased. This agrees well with previous reports
that carbon incorporation efficiency increases with reduced reactor

pressure and lower V/III ratio [13]. Carbon is generally incorporated
as an acceptor-type electron trapping center in GaN under such
conditions. The carbon acceptors compensate the n-type back-
ground doping in GaN resulting in semi-insulating GaN epilayers.
In addition, the enhanced potential barrier at the subgrain bound-
aries by heavy carbon doping can also trap carriers and lead to
high resistivity [14]. Therefore, improved buffer resistivity and thus
enhanced breakdown performance can be anticipated for the
samples with increased carbon doping concentration.

To study the influence of carbon doping on buffer resistivity,
buffer leakage current of the three HEMT samples versus applied
voltages was measured as plotted in Fig. 5. The distance between
two metal pads was 100 mm. The two terminal buffer breakdown
voltage (VBB) is defined as the measured voltage when the buffer
leakage current reaches 10 μA. It could be seen that sample A with
negligible intentional carbon doping exhibited poor breakdown
characteristics. The relatively thin low quality HEMT buffer grown
at a relatively low temperature (920 1C) can result in degraded
buffer resistivity [15]. With intentional carbon doping introduced
in sample B, VBB was increased by one order of magnitude to
34.1 V. The VBB of sample C, with the highest carbon doping
concentration, was as high as 65.5 V. The significantly increased
VBB in samples B and C are attributed to the improved buffer
resistivity by carbon doping and therefore enhanced isolation from
the underlying conductive p-type GaN layer.

The off state breakdown characteristics of the three HEMT
samples are plotted in Fig. 6. The off state breakdown voltage

Fig. 4. SIMS results for carbon doping in GaN:C buffer of the three samples on LEDs.

Fig. 5. Buffer breakdown characteristics for the three samples on LEDs.

Fig. 7. Transfer curves for the three samples on LEDs.

Fig. 6. Off state breakdown characteristics for the three samples on LEDs.
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(VBoff) for the HEMTs is defined as the measured voltage when the
off state drain current density reaches 1 mA/mm. With the carbon
doping concentration increased in the HEMT buffer, the VBoff was
increased by an order of magnitude, from 7.1 V in sample A to
75.5 V in sample C. The improved off state breakdown character-
istics are mainly attributed to higher buffer resistivity, benefited
from carbon doping.

Fig. 7 compares the transfer characteristics of the HEMTs
fabricated on the three samples. All three samples showed similar
maximum current levels (Idss) of around 1250 mA/mm. It is
noticeable that with carbon doping boosted in the regrowth buffer
of samples B and C, the off state drain leakage current is also
reduced by nearly one order of magnitude, compared to that of
sample A. This observation is consistent with improved break-
down characteristics with the carbon doping. In addition, a slight
increase of maximum transconductance (Gm,max) was observed in
sample B. This might be due to the fact that the GaN:C buffer
serves as a back barrier which benefits carrier confinement inside
the channel region and thus allows a better modulation of the
electrons by the gate voltage [16]. With carbon doping further
increased, the Gm,max was decreased slightly in sample C. This
could be related to the degraded surface morphology with too
much carbon doping. The carbon doping concentration can be
further optimized to better balanced breakdown characteristics
and two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) conductivity.

Fig. 8(a)–(c) show the dc and pulsed output current–voltage
(I–V) characteristics for the three samples. For pulsed measure-
ment, Vgs was pulsed from base voltage (�6 V) to the final Vgs

value, and the pulse width/period was 500 ms/s. As can be noted in
Fig. 8(a), nearly no differences exist between dc and pulsed I–V
curve, indicating little current collapse in sample A with negligible
carbon doping. For sample B with carbon doping introduced, a
slight current collapse can be observed. With carbon doping
further increased in sample C, current collapse remained at a
similar level as that of sample B. The slight current collapse in
sample B and sample C mainly originates from the trapping effects
induced by carbon dopants in the overgrown HEMT buffer. At a
high drain voltage, electrons are injected into the GaN buffer layer
and trapped in deep levels. The trapped charge depletes the 2DEG
from beneath the GaN channel and results in a reduction in drain
current for subsequent Vds traces [17–18].

4. Conclusions

In summary, carbon doping was effectively introduced in the
regrowth buffer of HEMTs to improve the breakdown character-
istics of the HEMT component selectively grown on LED for the
integrated HEMT–LEDs. The effects of carbon doping on the sur-
face morphology, breakdown characteristics, and DC performances

have been investigated. By introducing carbon doping to compen-
sate the background n-type carriers, the boosted breakdown
characteristics can be achieved for the HEMTs selectively grown
on top of the conductive p-contact layer of the LED wafers,
without degradation of the DC characteristics. The improved
breakdown performance is mainly attributed to better isola-
ion from the underlying conductive p-GaN by the carbon doped
GaN buffers.
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